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Abstract 
    I defined indulgent parsimony in previous work as frugal indulgence, the desire of 
recession-shocked consumers toshop for less costly goods and services that nonetheless 
still provide comfort, relief rom stress, and a feeling of money well spent.' In this article 
I attempt to delve further into the concept and to elucidate the various dimensions and 
features that would enable an organization toestablish a marketing strategy conforming 
to the requirements of indulgent parsimony. The checklist and questions proposed are 
designed to aid marketers in creating and evaluating an effective indulgent parsimony (IP) 
strategy.
Indulgent Parsimony-'The Strategy That Keeps on Giving 
    When I introduced indulgent parsimony (IP) as a tool and guideline for marketers 
to use in designing consumer strategies that could succeed despite the devastating effects 
of the Great Recession of2009, I had not yet developed it into a full-blown marketing 
incentive system. This article will try to remedy that deficiency. What makes the 
indulgent parsimony strategy especially attractive ata time when consumers worldwide 
are spending less and less is the fact that the concept embraces both practical and 
emotional elements in the buyer's decision-making process. This dual approach means 
that the consumer is persuaded or enticed to purchase not just by a rational appeal to 
frugality or parsimony, but also by an emotional appeal often equally important and 
attractive. I found this to be a powerful analytic tool for predicting what companies and 
types of offerings would succeed inthe ongoing turbulent economic environment.'
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    The variety of these IP appeals can be illustrated by the use of a number of key 
concepts and phrases, which are shown in Figure 1. I have tried to divide them on the 
basis of whether the appeal is practical or emotional, though admittedly it is sometimes 
difficult o parse and separate hem perfectly. And a very few of them, such as the idea of 
a "treasure hunt" at the bottom, have fluctuating weights in both practical and emotional 
categories, depending on the particular circumstances or the specific object of a purchase 
desire. An important consideration f indulgent parsimony strategy is that it must appeal 










Seize the chance to save money 




Helps me appear smart & thrifty 
Worth my buying 
7'm worth it 
Makes my heart sing 
Not a waste of money 
A pleasurable experience 
Seize the chance to feel good 
A reward for me 




    Figure 1. shows a list of practical motivators for purchase behavior in the left-hand 
column that are matched by emotionally-driven purchase motivations in the right-hand 
column. Although these are components of almost any purchase one can imagine, what 
makes indulgent parsimony so powerful a strategy is the fact that it is specifically 
designed to appeal to motivators in both columns simultaneously. That is why it
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requires effort, market knowledge and intelligence to design a strategy utilizing indulgent 
parsimony as core concept and driver. And once developed, it is a strategy that can have a 
very long life even if economic conditions improve to the point where consumers are no 
longer hesitant o spend money or to make impulse purchases. 
Indulgent Parsimony Concepts -A Checklist 
    The following pairs of concepts are linked because they appeal to the practical and 
the emotional aspects of the same driver of consumer behavior. 
Cheap / Helps me appear smart & thrifty 
    This pair of concepts describes perhaps the core motivation for indulgent 
parsimony. Something that is cheap is in itself offering a (practical) benefit, and then if I 
buy such an item I will (feel good emotionally because I) appear clever for having saved 
money.
Good value / Worth my buying 
     Beyond not costing much, good value strengthens the sense of satisfaction tothe 
purchaser who has bought something cheap enough to afford. And the emotional boost 
comes from having bought something of real worth. This enhances the simple appeals of 
c`heap' and `thrifty to a higher level - making for a more effective marketing strategy. 
Attractive pricing / I in worth it 
    This pair goes together because the two concepts reinforce ach other: an attractive 
price need not be the lowest price, just one that is low enough to afford, yet high enough 
to convey the sense of well-being that comes from buying something of quality. "I'm 
worth it" is the type of appeal that has been used historically to great success by marketers 
of cosmetics and products with a self-pampering component like spa treatments and hair 
care, but it can be applied to far broader product and service areas as different as 
automobiles, furnishings, real estate, foods, travel and entertainment offerings. 
Affordable I Makes my heart sing 
    Merchandise that is affordable can also give one an emotional high. For example, 
some men get very excited over buying special tools or gadgets in a hardware store. So 
"making the heart sing" is not limited to "feminine" categories of merchandise, like food, 
cosmetics, jewelry or fashion items. Almost anything can make the heart sing if it is 
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previously desired but is then found to be affordable, too. 'lhis is an opportunity for a 
knowledgeable marketer to design aprogram that responds tojust such desires. 
Useful /Nor a waste ofmoney 
    One can often persuade oneself to make an impulse purchase if the item bought is 
"useful", that is, it serves a utilitarian purpose. But it is much more effective to market 
the product as "more than useful", because in addition to being of utility, it does not 
waste your money. This adds an emotional support o a practical purchase decision. 
An opportunity/A pleasurable experience 
    Seeing a bargain in a store or a catalogue or on a website stimulates the buying 
impulse, but to really spark a purchase the appeal should be pleasurable - that is, 
emotional - as well as practical. The companies that have developed the best sites for 
online selling understand this, and can make the buyer feel happy and not just satisfied by 
their purchase. The fact that the internet allows for customer feedback and reviews can 
create a positive feedback loop between previous and new customers by their favourable 
recommendations of items offered for sale, and an IP strategy should take into 
consideration how to bring this about for your offering's benefit. This is an area where 
opportunities xist for utilizing social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, 
etc. to promote one's IP offering. 
Seize the chance to save money/ Seize the chance to feel good 
    Appealing to consumers' desire to save money "if they act quickly" without 
hesitating can be strengthened by also persuading them that this is a golden opportunity 
to improve their mood as well. Offers of "limited time only" travel bargains are one 
example of such a dual appeal. 
Time constrained offer / A reward for me 
    If an offer looks like it will not be available for long, there is a rational motivation to 
seek closure by making the purchase. The emotional component of this rational urge is 
the feeling that the buyer deserves the product/service and does not want to miss the 
opportunity to reward him/herself by nor acting swifly enough to take advantage of it. 
Status-supporting purchase / Psychic benefit or reward felt 
    Although status has a major emotional component, there are some purchases which 
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unequivocally connote high status by their very nature - like a luxury car or a magnificent 
home - and that would give it a practical rather than an emotional quality. But even in 
cases where the status-support is only implied rather than explicit - as in less "visible" 
commodities like perfume and lingerie - or where the precise status being supported is
open to debate, the psychic or emotional benefit felt by the purchaser is important. An 
IP marketing program should endeavour to induce this feeling of psychic reward in 
addition to being supportive ofa status that the consumer wants to attain. 
Planned purchase / Impulse purchase 
    While a planned purchase can be practical or emotional - depending on the nature 
of what is being bought - the very process ofplanning introduces a practical e ement into 
the consumer's decision-making process. An impulse purchase, on the other hand, even if 
it is for something mundane and pragmatic, ontributes the added emotional rush that 
comes from an impromptu indulgence of one's material desires. Some marketing appeals 
consciously attempt o structure a purchase as an impulse buy because of this added 
power, and both stores and websites often position merchandise to attract the eye of the 
consumer who had only intended to buy a specific item but ends up by being distracted 
sufficiently toimpulsively buy other merchandise as well. 
Treasure hunt 
    Who has not gone to a jumble sale in a department s ore or a "going-out-of-
business" ale thinking that one might find something of real value at a very reasonable 
price? One might not necessarily buy something even if it costs very little, but then again 
one might - whether or not the item serves a practical purpose. So the treasure hunt can 
be part of a practical appeal or an emotional one, depending on the circumstances. 
Discount retailers like Marshall's or TJMaxx count on this human instinct when they 
place food items, books and fragrances near the cash register where customers are sure to 
see them as they wait to be called to a cashier to pay for their apparel selections. 
Probing for Indulgent Parsimony 
    In order to operationalize the concept of indulgent parsimony there must be a way 
to detect the effectiveness of uch a strategy at motivating the potential customer. One 
way to start such an investigation is to probe members of the chosen target market to see 
what makes them actually buy something. There are usually multiple drivers of buyer 
behaviour, and the questions li ted in Figure 2 can be used to discover what those drivers
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might be.
i i i i Indulgent Parsimony Questions
Question Area to be Probed 
Wby did you purchase that (product/service)? (REASON for buying it) 
Where do you purchase that (product/service)? (ARENA where it is bought) 
How often do you buy it? (PURCHASE FREQUENCY) 
Why buy there? (REASON for purchase VENUE) 
Purpose of visit (window shop, real shopping,etc.) (Why were you at that VENUE) 
Which websites do you use for online purchases? (ONLINE VENUES) 
Purchase occasion (SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES) 
Was it "regular price"or discounted'? (PRICING motivation) 
Maximum acceptable price for the specific item. (PRICE sensitivity) 
e.g., chocolate, d signer j ans, etc. 
                        (TARGET MARKET SEGMENTATION) 
Categorize qu stionnaire respondents by: 
       a) WHAT do they like to buy? 
       b) WHERE do they like to buy? 
       c) WHEN do they like to buy? 
        d) HOW do they like to buy (cash, credit/debit card, cell phone)
Figure 2.
Components of Indulgent Parsimony (IP) Marketing Strategy 
    To construct astrategy that evokes the desired "indulgent parsimony" response from 
a target market, as with building any marketing strategy, there is a need to utilize the four 
Ps of the marketing mix (product, price, place and promotion) so that they all 
complement and reinforce ach other in encouraging target market members to reach a 
purchase decision favorable to your organization. This follows the data collection 
achieved using the survey questions described inthe previous section. Let us examine the 
four dimensions of a marketing strategy that would appeal to the consumer's 
predisposition towards indulgent parsimony.
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PRODUCT 
    Almost any product or service can benefit from an indulgent parsimony (IP) 
marketing strategy in times of recession, austerity or a sluggish economy. Boom times are 
probably the least congenial environments for the IP approach because people feel less 
constrained in their purchasing, but the IP appeal is still universal. Obviously, the more 
expensive a product, the harder it will be to justify purchasing it in terms of Its values, but 
this also depends on the amount of discretionary income a buyer has available. 
Everything isrelative. IP can even be applied in the case of a multimillion dollar mansion 
or estate being sold for a deep discount - if the buyer is very wealthy then the appeal still 
works.' 
    Impulse purchase items like sweets and other food treats, restaurant meals, a new 
wristwatch or handbag, cell phone or other digital device, and special travel deals are 
obviously very susceptible to IP treatment - so the marketer should try to position them 
as gratifying indulgences that make the heart sing but do not wreak havoc on a 
consumer's budget. But what about big ticket items like refrigerators and flat screen TVs 
that are aimed not at the super-rich but rather at the ordinary middle class customer? 
'these, too, can be converted toIP-type purchases. The Japanese "Eco-poin[' campaign of
2010 is an example of how the Japanese government tried to stimulate sales of home 
appliances by 1) providing monetary incentives and simultaneously 2) trying to persuade 
consumers that they deserve that new, more energy-efficient "green" washer/dryer or air 
conditioner, while also helping the environment. The consumer can thus save money and 
feel altruistic at the same time."
PRICE 
    As the marketing mix component easiest o change quickly, pricing lends itself to 
short-term, non-strategic types of movements. But for an IP strategy, it is best to find a 
price for your product or service that stimulates the "penny-pinching" motivation in your 
customers - even if a bargain price is not the only part of your appeal. You want target 
market members to exclaim "That's pretty reasonable" when they see the price tag. 
Sometimes the lowest price is not the best one for IP purposes, but rather the price that 
connotes real value for money. In the current post-recessionary environment, the 
"affordable luxury" branded leather goods m
aker Coach introduced items with lower 
price points to encourage non-guilty buying 5, and even in the languishing American 
consumer economy Coach was one of only a few retailers to post an increase in sales from 
fiscal 2008 to fiscal 2009. Coach's strong sales were primarily the result of higher sales at 
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factory stores (consumers who want to spend less would he more attracted todiscounted 
merchandise) as well as an especially strong product offering: the Madison line of 
handbags - which combined a popular design with a tower price point than previous 
handbags inan effort o provide a high value proposition to customers. Net sales for the 
first quarter of fiscal 2009 were $753 million, an 11 % increase from the same period the 
previous year.
PLACE 
    It is almost axiomatic to say that c-commerce and selling via the internet was 
thought o be a panacea for both consumers and merchants, ince the old "bricks and 
mortar" costs of actual retail outlets could be bypassed infavour of sales booked irectly 
out of a warehouse orfactory. As we now know, it did not turn out exactly as planned, 
and many internet retailers are "cannibalizing" the extra margin that they gain (in theory) 
from eschewing traditional distribution etworks for direct-to-the-customer internet 
sales. In other words, they are using disintermediation in the supply chain to enrich 
themselves rather than to benefit the end-use customers. Absorbing that extra margin so 
that it adds to the e-tailer's bottom line may be accomplished by passing along to the 
consumer the shipping / delivery / distribution costs that were previously assumed by the 
retailer. Amazon.com has done this to the point where the customer may sometimes a k 
what happened tothe savings that was supposed tobe a major benefit of buying over the 
internet. In the case of Amazon, the IP appeal occurs in the "promise" of free delivery on 
certain purchases if conditions are met. But that offer does not always occur because of
the peculiarities of specific orders, and this can have the opposite ffect -dangerous to the 
marketer - of disappointing c-consumers after they have been enticed into placing their 
orders. 
    Some retailers, uch as Don Quixote in Tokyo, try to create the atmosphere of a 
treasure hunt in their outlets to stimulate the IP reaction from consumers. Impulse 
purchase items peek out from every corner in the store and indeed consumers often go 
into such an establishment wi hout he least intention of buying anything but wanting to 
be enticed to make an impulse purchase that would not wreak havoc on their monthly 
budget. An IP strategy based on the customers' conscious knowledge that you will try to 
place temptation i their path could be very successful if price points and merchandise on 
offer are within the parameters that have been established (via market research) asdesired 
by the target market. The 100 yen shops in Japan used this tactic to great advantage 
during the past decade.
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PROMOTION 
    An important part of a successful IP strategy isthe way an offering is promoted to 
the target market. K-Mart had made the "blue light special" a famous part of its 
promotional strategy to stimulate enthusiasm and curiosity surrounding items on the sales 
floor that were suddenly marked own for a limited period of time. Currently Target 
stores promote themselves a a cornucopia ofaffordable name brands, and the company 
recruited famous designers like Michael Graves and Philippe Starck to create budget-
priced (and therefore IP-appropriate) product offerings.' Even while American retail sales 
have risen as evidenced by September 2010 figures, the increase has come at the cost of 
"an extremely promotional environment" with consumers remaining "highly value-
centric" purchasing largely "with coupon in hand or because ofspecial offers."' 
Pulling The Indulgent Parsimony Strategy Together 
    To implement a successful IP strategy that attracts he desired target market requires 
blending all four P's of the marketing mix in such a way that they reinforce ach other to 
establish a practical and emotional ppeal simultaneously. To focus on one or the other 
without combining the two can lead to a situation like the one emerging among urban 
consumers in China, where they trade off spending in one product category against 
spending reductions in others' To prevent becoming one of those categories that are 
"nickel and dimed" and devalued by the consumer, the emotional pull of the product 
(and its brand) must he strong enough to sustain enthusiasm and provide the sense of 
well-being described earlier in this article. Once that is accomplished, an indulgent 
parsimony-based marketing strategy can be used for a reasonably ong time and can 
provide stable arnings for the organization utilizing it. 
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